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ABSTRACT: The objectives of this research were interpreted as the teaching and learning home care is experienced by students and teachers at the Nursing Undergraduate Course, at the Federal University of Paraná and build a theoretical model that explain this experience. It is a qualitative research that used the Grounded Theory method. Semi-structured interviews were performed with eight of the last academic year of nursing undergraduate course and five professors of content related to the topic. The experience in home care occurs and grows out in contact with reality through interaction between practical and theoretical issues and stage with specific working hours. The student comes across various nuances of this type of assistance, which allows understanding the health system and knowledge expansion related to home care. This fact shows that this area of expertise should be part of nursing undergraduate course because it is in expanding process and requires trained professionals to perform it.

DESCRIPTORS: Nursing, Home nursing, Teaching. Human resources formation.
INTRODUCTION

The education process in the healthcare area needs to take into consideration the political, economic, social and cultural conditioning factors, as well the influences of the neoliberal model. Nowadays, the education of these professionals seeks to overcome contradictions, broaden their experiences and break with established conditions in the search for innovations. From this perspective, education policies take on new forms.

Law number 9,394 of 20 December 1996, known as the National Education Guidelines and Bases Law (LDB), proposes the restructuring of undergraduate programs by abolishing minimum curriculums and adopting specific curricular guidelines for each course. Therefore, in order to meet these demands, the National Curricular Guidelines (DCNs) of the Undergraduate Healthcare programs were created.

The principles of the DCNs meet the changes the healthcare field is going through – from the traditional public (hospitals and healthcare units) to private scenarios (home) – which are occurring so rapidly that institutions still are not able to understand and regulate them, and even develop new professionals with defined roles and duties to work in this scenario.

Thus, the importance of the inclusion of Home Care (HC) in undergraduate programs can be acknowledged among the perspectives of the nursing DCNs, since it is recommended that nurses work in different professional practice scenarios. Therefore, it is essential to review aspects of training on this topic, as this is an expanding area that needs capable healthcare professionals.

When teachers realize this diversity in care practices and the need for training in order to perform HC, they should teach the concepts of home healthcare, provide healthcare training, care for the caregivers, interaction between professionals, patients and families, with the purpose of developing a new profile that is able to restructure and improve knowledge.

In this context, the aim of this research was to interpret how students and teachers of the Nursing Undergraduate program at the Universidade Federal do Paraná (UFPR) experience home care teaching and learning, as well as to develop a theoretical model to show this experience.

METHOD

In this qualitative research, the Grounded Theory (GT) method was used. Data collection was carried out through semi-structure interviews held with eight students and five teachers of the Undergraduate Nursing program at the UFPR, forming three sample groups, in the period between December 2009 and July 2010.

The first sample group was composed of five students who were in the 10th semester of the Undergraduate Nursing program at the UFPR, who were most likely to have experienced the addressed topic at some point in the course. These students had 40 hours of home care lectures. The second sample group was composed of three students who were in the 10th semester of the Undergraduate Nursing program at the UFPR, in the semester subsequent to the first group, due to the experience of having attended 70 hours of home care lectures and the chances of bringing new contributions to the group. The third group was composed of five teachers who teach contents related to HC. This group was necessary because this area is taught in the undergraduate program based on the awareness and knowledge of the teachers, which permits a broader interpretation of the situation, given that the two other sample groups were focused on the students’ views of the process.

Data analysis was performed through open, axial and selective coding. After transcription of the first interview, the open coding stage was initiated, at which point each line was analyzed and various codes were created, and similar data were grouped into categories.

After the second interview, the axial coding stage was incorporated, when the number of codes and categories increased, requiring the regrouping of the data divided during the open coding. It can be highlighted that the open and axial coding stages are simultaneous and occur throughout the whole data collection and analysis processes, until reaching the proposed objective.

After the second interview, the axial coding stage was incorporated, when the number of codes and categories increased, requiring the regrouping of the data divided during the open coding. It can be highlighted that the open and axial coding stages are simultaneous and occur throughout the whole data collection and analysis processes, until reaching the proposed objective.

The last stage consisted of selective coding. In this stage, the theory was integrated and refined, the core category was elected and all the relations between the categories were established, resulting in the development of the diagram (Figure 1) to represent the theoretical model developed.

The data that emerged from the participants permitted the interpretation of the study topic and the development of the theoretical model. For the
sake of its verification and initial validation, the model was presented to two study participants (one teacher and one student), who recognized the existing relations presented through the diagram. The validation represents the abstract interpretation of raw data and therefore determines whether this abstraction is appropriate to the data.7

This research received approval from the Research Ethics Committee of the studied institution under registration number CEP/SD: 631.168.08.10 and CAAE: 0062.0.091.000-08, in compliance with National Health Council Resolution 196/96.

RESULTS

The phenomenon “The teaching and learning experience of home care in undergraduate nursing programs” is detailed in Figure 1.

---

Figure 1 - The teaching and learning experience of home care in undergraduate nursing programs

Texto Contexto Enferm, 2014
The core category represents the connection among the other categories, which are essential elements to clarify the study phenomenon, caused by the further approximation with HC, permitting the HC experience. To allow this approach to occur, strategies affecting and being affected by the casual condition are used. Intervening conditions, represented by the difficulties, facilities, feelings and situations found in the performance of the HC, affect the results of experiencing HC and the manner in which the strategies and casual condition will be structured to allow the situation to really occur. The context in which the situation occurs is appropriate for its development. It affects all the categories and is influenced by all of them. In view of the causal, intervening, contextual conditions and adopted strategies, consequences result from the experience of HC during the undergraduate nursing program that affect and are affected by the other stages.

Addressing home care

The casual condition can be seen in the category “Addressing home care”, composed of three subcategories (Obtaining the contents of HC in the discipline Supervised Internship I; Relating some contents of HC with other disciplines; and Bringing previous contact with HC), which explain the reason why this situation takes place. Thus, the experience of HC during the nursing undergraduate program occurs because there is an approach of this area of practice that triggers the experience of the situation.

Undergraduate nursing students at the UFPR are exposed to HC in the ninth course period, at two distinct moments: the discipline Supervised Internship I, with a specific workload, and the Collective Health Internship, through home visits; in the sixth period, they also perform and discuss about home visits in the discipline Nursing Care I, which is part of the workload allocated to Children’s Health; and also in different circumstances during the undergraduate curriculum, like when joining studies developed in this area, through research groups, in circumstances where one of their family members receives home care from a multidisciplinary team or when undertaking extracurricular internships in HC.

[...] I was part of a research group [...] we used to always go to patients’ homes to interview them, to provide information, to measure vital data [...] Since very early in the undergraduate program, I had to learn how to behave at patients’ homes, to reconsider some things, to know how each home is a home, each patient is a patient [...] (Interview 5).

Developing the teaching and learning process in relation to home care

In order for the approach to be feasible, strategies showed in the category “Developing the teaching and learning process in relation to home care”, composed of two subcategories (Undertaking theoretical lectures about HC; and Undertaking internship in HC) are used, which make the situation practicable and create possibilities for its development.

The HC teaching and learning process is developed through theoretical lectures and internship. The complexity and uniqueness of this area require several issues to be addressed in the theoretical lectures, so as to prepare students for their integration and performance in this area of care, in which the concepts of home care, home visit and home hospitalization are addressed, as well as topics such as care, family and ethical issues, home context, related legislation and social support networks.

[...] the issue of the caregiver, because they [students] have never addressed the caregiver figure, the importance of the caregiver; because without a caregiver, there is no HC [...] (Interview 11).

Seminars that approach the participation of the family in the care, the social support networks, the home context and the professional behavior at patients’ homes are also promoted. This activity allows the study and discussion of relevant topics, such as the ways to improve the contents taught.

During the internship, students perform HC and, before visiting the homes of the patients selected, they receive information concerning the appropriate attire to work in this scenario, to enter and remain at patients’ homes and on how to observe and adjust the care strategy according to patients’ conditions.

[...] the teacher gave a lot of information about what we could find, how we should behave, how we should be dressed. All of our actions [...] (Interview 1).

Upon entering patients’ homes, students start the process of developing observational skills about that place’s particularities, general conditions of patients, family relations and home context, as well as performance skills, by diagnosing the needs of patients and their families, providing guidance to patients and caregivers, health education, measuring vital signs, testing
capillary blood glucose, checking medications, moving and performing the hygiene of patients, and rearranging the furniture.

Furthermore, during the internship, articles are read related to the HC and case studies are developed concerning cases with patients who received home care is performed. To develop and discuss them, students are confronted with paradoxes that occur at another home, such as family conflicts or appropriate care and care provided to patients, which are factors that affect their recovery. Upon students’ return from patients’ homes, they discuss the situations faced, the activities developed and what can be done in those situations.

Coming across nuances of home care

When using strategies for the training of HC, there are various intervening conditions that are represented in the category “Coming across nuances of home care”, composed of four subcategories (Experiencing feelings when performing HC; Experiencing different situations at patients’ homes; Facing difficulties when performing home care; and Encountering easy situations when performing home care).

There are mixed feelings involved, such as invasion, awkwardness, discomfort, embarrassment, apprehension, interest, novelty to experience the training activities at patients’ homes.

[...] when we go to patients’ homes, we are in an unknown place, [...] we get a little shy, especially if we are students; first time going to patients’ homes, we find it strange [...] we become shy to talk to patients [...] (Interview 3).

These feelings are exacerbated or minimized as a result of various situations experienced during home care, amongst them depressed patients, tired caregivers, difficulties identifying the caregivers, difficulties dealing with the caregivers, structural adversities and poor hygiene, resistance when providing care, conflicting situations at patients’ homes, positive care situations and family bereavement.

While working at patients’ homes under these conditions, students may face difficult or easy situations when providing care. Amongst these difficulties, the following can be mentioned: how to know what should be done in certain circumstances; apprehension; lack of manual skills and creativity for necessary adjustments; powerlessness; and relationship difficulties between patients and family members, between family members and professionals or between the professionals themselves. Among the easy situations: to have scientific knowledge; to have preliminary experience with HC; and the communication with patients, caregivers and family members.

The intervening conditions, represented by difficult and easy situations, feelings and situations faced during the delivery of HC, permit advances, stagnation or overcoming of the teaching and learning process. Thus, it is necessary to be aware of each so as to minimize or maximize them according to each event. These conditions affect the results of the experiences in the area and in the way the strategies and casual condition will be structured to allow the situation to really occur.

Understanding home care in the healthcare system

The phenomenon “The teaching and learning experience of home care in undergraduate nursing programs” occurs in a context that is appropriate for its development, represented by the category “Understanding home care in the healthcare system”, composed of two subcategories (Recognizing HC in the healthcare system; and Visualizing the performance of healthcare professionals in HC).

HC is present in the Brazilian healthcare system. Therefore, there have been attempts to regulate this form of care, because there are places without an appropriate structure for its development and professionals also lack clarity in relation to their duties.

At the healthcare units, whether they are primary units or part of the Family Health Strategy, a demand is registered of patients who need home care. This demand increases annually and the structure of the Unified Health System (SUS) is not able to properly meet this demand, besides the fact that its professionals are not fully qualified to perform this type of care.

The healthcare system requires professionals to achieve the goals related to patients’ care that are part of protocols and programs aimed at specific areas, and this often forces the insufficient number of healthcare professionals to specifically focus on certain situations, thus hindering the professionals’ performance and understanding in relation to all aspects of HC.

The multidisciplinary team has a key role in this type of care, because professionals allow the needs of families to be met; however, isolated
actions performed by different professionals were visualized, without discussions among the healthcare team members and without joint healthcare actions.

[…] we requested a psychologist for the unit a few times, who would have to go to a patient’s home because there were some conflicts that could end up in a violent situation […]. We were informed that he had gone there, but not on the day we were there (Interview 10).

Expanding the knowledge related to home care

The category “Expanding the knowledge related to HC”, composed of three subcategories (Understanding the features of HC; Identifying the skills required to perform HC; and Being aware of ways to prepare for HC), represents one of the consequences of students experiencing HC during the course and corresponds to the initial category “Addressing HC” because, by addressing this area, students are able to identify and understand the differences between providing care in hospitals and at patients’ homes and, therefore, act appropriately in each care environment. In addition, while identifying the skills required for the performance of HC, they realize the ways to prepare for this area of work so that, in their professional condition, with a view to achieving an outstanding performance in the workforce.

The experience with HC during the undergraduate nursing program permits further knowledge, including the understanding of its features. The research participants observe that this is different from the care provided at hospitals, given the context patients and families are inserted into, defining the home as a private and intimate place of each individual, which allows for greater proximity with patients and knowledge of their relations, understanding the family structure, establishing bonds and, therefore, developing holistic and humanized care for patients and their families.

[…] it is important to realize these peculiarities, because each home is different, each experience that you have in there is so specific, it has so much to do with those people, with that context, and this needs to be taken into consideration, one of the most significant aspects is this, because if I go to a place that is private to others and that has their own reality, their relations, their experiences, their values, and if I do not take this into consideration, any care I perform is going to be meaningless […] (Interview 11).

A lot of knowledge and personal features required from professionals working at patients’ homes were listed as essential for effective care, such as scientific knowledge, manual ability, empathy and charisma, communication and observation skills, patience and ethics.

To acquire all these skills, which are essential for the nurses who are practicing or intending to practice HC, the interviewed participants report the need to study through theoretical frameworks, articles, case studies, specific post-graduate and recycling courses in the area. The practice, improved over time, and the exchange of experiences with the professionals who have already worked or are working in the area also help to prepare for work in this area.

Proposing strategies to improve the HC teaching and learning process

The second category that is part of the consequences is “Proposing strategies to improve the HC teaching and learning process”, and is composed of three subcategories (Suggesting adequate workload; Proposing integration of HC contents with other disciplines; and Increasing the number of HC “expert” teachers).

For the HC teaching and learning process to take place, it is important that a specific workload exists in the course for this area, with an appropriate amount of hours/classes, since understanding the complexities and particularities of home care and developing bonds with patients, caregivers and families take time; the integration of this content with other disciplines, such as Collective Healthcare and Nursing Fundamentals. Thus, home care could be addressed since the initial periods of the course, besides increasing the number of “expert” teachers in this area, as these are able to accomplish the aspects of HC as well as to encourage and raise students’ awareness about home care.

Look, I personally think it is very good that there is one [specific workload for home care training], I think it is valid because it is an area that is expanding, the health insurance plans themselves have encouraged home care, the public hospitals with such demand […] send patients home, and caregivers simply receive those patients and have nothing to base themselves on, and nurses at their units or as private workers have the knowledge to deliver home care and all its forms, in all its aspects (Interview 6).
DISCUSSION

The category “Addressing HC” shows that the experience of HC during the undergraduate nursing program occurs through the further approach of the area, whether in a specific discipline or through the inclusion of this topic into other disciplines. A study investigated six undergraduate nursing programs and found that only one of them contained a specific workload for HC training, while the others had this topic inserted into other disciplines, in most cases Collective Healthcare.

For this approach to occur, the increase in the number of teachers committed and prepared to work in this process is suggested in the category “Proposing strategies to improve the HC teaching and learning process”, since they should be able to “instigate curiosity, develop autonomy, encourage intellectual severity and create the necessary conditions to achieve successful formal and permanent education”.

It is noted in the category “Developing the home care teaching and learning process” that the theoretical lectures and the internship are strategies that make training in this area feasible. To achieve this process, teachers, when teaching lectures about HC, should address concepts such as “nursing care, family, patient’s home, caregiver, competence, position, skills, knowledge standards, among others”.

Thus, during the internships, teachers seek to show students the ways to care for patients, their families and caregivers and try to insert each group of students into the context in which they are working and make them aware that, despite the adversities in relation to social, environmental and clinical conditions of patients and family members, HC should be a therapeutic moment.

While addressing HC, the category “Coming across nuances of home care” is showed and permits the identification of the particularities in each household. It is noted that the disease of an individual affects the life of other family members and simultaneously the key role they have in the care of the patient. The commitment of the family strengthens the family relationships and reduces the physical and mental stress, as well as helps the rehabilitation of the patient because, often, care providers see HC as a possibility for growth and personal achievement.

During the HC internship, students may note these aspects or not, since they are different concerning the position adopted and their initiative in view of the situations encountered. Some of them promptly organize the required material, perform the care, show their care to patients, caregivers and family members and highlight issues to be discussed; however, other students find it harder to visualize these aspects and end up waiting for teachers’ instructions. While relating the statements of these authors to the subcategories of the category “Expanding the knowledge related to home care”, it is found that they occur to a greater or lesser extent, depending on the students’ predisposition and willingness.

While preparing themselves to work in this area, students should be aware that the changes in the healthcare structure are necessary for the political consolidation of the SUS, mainly due to the need to diversify healthcare technologies, articulate the practices of various professionals and efficiently use scarce resources.

HC can be inserted in the healthcare system as an additional element to consolidate the policies of the SUS, with benefits to patients, families, workers and managers, and the essential issues related to this insertion are showed in the category “Understanding HC in the healthcare system” and its subcategories.

In recent years, the government has awoken to the responsibilities that are part of its scope, in order to avoid burdening families and recognizing that patients are affected by the social and political scopes to which they are directly related to. Thus, HC programs were developed in the national scope, linked to hospitals or health departments, with the purpose of avoiding or reducing hospital admissions, as well as encouraging the increased autonomy of patients and families. For professionals to achieve performances distinguished from the clinical model they are used to, there is a need for corresponding initiatives related to their education.

Concerns with HC training are incipient and higher education institutions rarely address this topic and its particularities in their curriculum, which in practice results in professionals who are not sufficiently prepared to work with home care and this fact, in conjunction with the lack of skills to work in this area, results in inappropriate care provision.

Therefore, in order to “mobilize national and international actors from the healthcare sector, other relevant sectors and civil society to collectively develop policies and interventions for the development of human resources in healthcare”.

Texto Contexto Enferm, 2014
the Decade of Human Resources in Healthcare (2006-15) was implemented. It is therefore expected that, at the end of 2015, the American countries will have “significantly advanced their objectives in healthcare through the development of their human resources”.18,6

Equally concerned with the human resources in nursing, the Federal Board of Nursing and the Brazilian Association of Nursing developed a proposed agenda for the defense of the quality of professional education, presented in 2010 at the 12th National Seminar of Guidelines for Nursing Education.

Strategies to incorporate this topic to permanent education activities aimed at professionals working with HC are considered, since education is viewed as job learning, that is, considering that the needs of formal education and professional development are directed by the poor healthcare provided to the population, as recommended by the Permanent Healthcare Education National Policy.19

Despite the existence of these initiatives, the changes towards an improvement of the human resources in healthcare are slowly occurring. In many educational institutions, there is no specific workload for HC training or this area is not covered in other disciplines, which hinders and/or prevents the development of this knowledge.

This need to educate HC professionals is a worldwide reality. In Europe, for example, the training of professionals who will work with HC should also be improved, since there is an increasing demand for this type of service, and the complexity of the care has grown, facts that require more training for the users and informal caregivers; besides, professional training also needs to become integrated and multidisciplinary, so as to establish positive interpersonal relationships and prepare them for the use of technologies in the care performed at patients’ homes.20

Accordingly, the nursing schools in the United States offer specialization courses in HC, in response to the increasing demand for professionals in this area and, as the complexity of HC increases, the demand for courses at master’s level to prepare these professionals also increases.21

**FINAL CONSIDERATIONS**

While developing a theoretical model, it can be interpreted that, based on the approach of this work of through a specific workload or its insertion into other disciplines, students increase their knowledge concerning HC, understand the fundamentals, and become aware of the existence of this specialty and the chances of being part of the area’s workforce.

It is clear, therefore, that HC should be part of the undergraduate nursing program, as this is an area that represents a broad and expanding field of expertise, but which also requires skilled professionals. For this to happen, teachers should focus on the training of this topic in a way to increase the number of skilled professionals to work with home care.

Hence, this research firstly contributes to professional practice and formal nursing education, also explaining that, to work with HC, specific skills are needed. Secondly, it suggests the need for new studies to verify whether the training of other healthcare professionals covers HC and consequently points out guidelines aimed at encouraging the incorporation of its training into these professionals’ qualification.
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